Guidelines & Traffic Light System
Winter Semester 2020/2021

GREEN
PRESENCE OPERATION WITH GENERALLY VALID HYGIENE REQUIREMENTS

HYGIENE
+ Compliance with generally valid hygiene requirements*
+ One-way control

TEACHING OPERATIONS
+ Teaching and examination at FH Vorarlberg
+ Course-specific attendance regulations remain in place
+ Use of the common areas possible

LIBRARY
+ Library operation incl. learning and reading rooms

CANTEEN
+ Regular canteen operation for internal and external guests
+ Single lane control in the canteen
+ Mouth and nose protection for food distribution

EMPLOYEES
+ Regular office use

* Generally valid hygiene requirements: Maintaining a minimum distance, mouth-nose protection (where minimum distance cannot be maintained), hand hygiene, Cough label, regular airing, avoidance of group gatherings, no shaking hands or hugs, do not enter campus if ill
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**YELLOW**
PRESENCE OPERATION WITH STRICT HYGIENE REQUIREMENTS

**HYGIENE**
+ Compliance with generally valid hygiene requirements*
+ One-way control
+ Mouth and nose protection on the entire campus including the common areas
  (Except lecture halls, laboratories, offices)

**TEACHING OPERATIONS**
+ Teaching and examination at FH Vorarlberg with extended Distance control
+ Alternative offer for persons who cannot come to the campus
  (risk groups, quarantine regulations, etc.)
+ Obligation of attendance for students is suspended
+ Use of the common areas possible

**LIBRARY**
+ Possible restrictions when using the reading and learning rooms
+ Promotion of Digital Lending and Digital Media

**CANTEEN**
+ Canteen operation for internal and external guests with distance control
+ Single lane control in the Canteen
+ Mouth and nose protection for food distribution

**EMPLOYEES**
+ Shift operation in offices where distance cannot be maintained

---

* Generally valid hygiene requirements: Maintaining a minimum distance, mouth-nose protection (where minimum distance cannot be maintained), hand hygiene, Cough label, regular airing, avoidance of group gatherings, no shaking hands or hugs, do not enter campus if ill
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ORANGE
DISTANCE OPERATION WITH SELECTED PRESENCE ELEMENTS AT FH VORARLBERG

TEACHING OPERATIONS
+ Courses and examinations in distance formats
  (exception: courses, examinations and exercises that cannot be substituted)
+ Obligation of attendance for students is suspended
+ Common areas are closed

LIBRARY
+ Restricted library operation
+ Closed reading and learning rooms
+ Promotion of Digital Lending and Digital Media

CANTEEN
+ Restricted canteen operation for internal employees only

EMPLOYEES
+ Home-Office-First Regulation, restricted office operation, primarily for employees who need the infrastructure at CAMPUS
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RED
DISTANCE MODE ONLY

TEACHING OPERATIONS
+ Teaching and examination take place in Distance only
+ Obligation of attendance for students is suspended

LIBRARY
+ Closed
+ Interlibrary loan is suspended
+ Digital lending and use of digital media only

CANTEEN
+ Closed

EMPLOYEES
+ Access to CAMPUS only for employees who are necessary to maintain system-critical infrastructure (building management, research centers, etc.)